Site specific Tumor Boards are integral part of comprehensive oncological care provision. In the developing countries, we are not fully tuned into this important component of good clinical practice (GCP) which is definitely influencing our overall care outcomes. We are witnessing an initial phase of establishment of site specific Multi Disciplinary Tumor Boards. We are still going through the teething problems which are bound to occur in a country where the concepts of patient centeredness are not yet very well understood by practicing clinicians.

Multidisciplinary Tumor Board (MDT) meetings, sometimes also referred to as multidisciplinary tumor conferences, or multidisciplinary tumor boards, are conducted to involve clinicians from all concerned specialties to discuss diagnostic and treatment options for patients diagnosed with cancer.1 This improves patient outcome, since it is a well recognized fact that cancer management is not a single person’s job.1 While a number of studies have concluded that these meetings significantly contribute to the better treatment outcomes for patients,2,3,4 an important question that needs to be addressed is whether it is really necessary to discuss all cancer patients in MDT meetings before embarking on the first management, considering the increased prevalence of cancers all over the world and the increasing time required to discuss relevant tumor cases in these meetings.5 The literature was searched on internet using search engines such as Pub Med, Google Scholar and Medline with words that included: “multidisciplinary team meetings”, “multidisciplinary tumor board meetings” and “multidisciplinary team management of cancer/tumors”. Studies that evaluated outcomes of various cancers in different tumor board meetings and their impact on treatment outcomes for tumors at different sites were included. Specific data such as number of patients involved in the studies, methodology and the outcome of the studies were noted.

According to a retrospective study conducted in France in 2012, MDT meetings did not adversely affect physician-patient relationship and 80% patients said that the decisional process of MDT meetings is supportive for them. According to the physician’s perspective, these meetings also helped the treating physician to better communicate the treatment plans to the patients and in most of the cases the decisions taken at MDT meetings were implemented.6 In another retrospective study conducted in Japan, 475 cases discussed in MDT meeting during March 2012 and June 2011, were reviewed. Of the 475 patients, 42 patients (9%) underwent minor changes in treatment methods and 28 patients (6%) underwent major treatment changes.7 In order to assess whether increased burden of tumor cases adversely affects discussion at MDT meetings due to the increasing prevalence of cancers, a prospective study was conducted between December 2009 and January 2010 reviewing 298 cases discussed at a London based MDT meeting. Treatment decisions were reached in 254 of 298 (85%) cases. The study reported that increasing the number of cases discussed per meeting as well as the team...
members in attendance was associated with better output of these meetings. More time per case also resulted in improved team working.\textsuperscript{6} In 2012, 220 patients availing neuro-oncology services at King’s College Hospital, London, were assessed before and after implementation of a pre-operative MDT meeting. It was investigated whether MDT meeting was a cause of delay in time to operation in critical brain tumor patients. It was concluded that pre-operative MDT meeting is safe and does not lengthen time to operation for patients with brain tumors.\textsuperscript{9} MDT meetings provide important information for prospective treatment planning for gynecologic malignancies. This was reported by a study conducted in 2008 where 153 patients discussed in 52 weekly MDT meetings were assessed. Treatment plans were changed in 53 cases (34.6%). Major changes (8.5%) predominantly resulted from pathology reassignments. Minor changes (26.14%) resulted from pathology, staging, radiology, and surgical team clarifications.\textsuperscript{10}

Another study was conducted prospectively from August 1, 2005, to August 1, 2006, where a total of 509 cases were discussed in MDT meetings during the study period. Forty-six discrepancies (9%) were noted, with 30 major (5.9%) and 16 minor (3.1%) discrepancies. Addition of chemotherapy and surgery constituted the most common changes to patient management that resulted from MDT meetings. This study demonstrates that gynecologic oncology tumor conferences change the treatment strategy in a significant number of cases and therefore affect patient management.\textsuperscript{11}

A number of studies have been conducted proving the significant role of MDT meetings in improving lives of patients suffering from upper GI and colorectal cancers. The important role of MDT meetings in improving the diagnosis and TNM staging of tumors was proved by a study conducted in China where 595 cancer patients were reviewed\textsuperscript{12} and in another study in Sweden where 303 patients with locally advanced primary rectal cancer were assessed.\textsuperscript{13} Another study reviewing 779 patients suffering from gastric and colorectal cancers reported that the treatment strategy was changed after discussion at MDT meeting in 76.81% of gastric cancer patients and in 58.33% of colorectal cancer patients before operation. The sphincter-preservation, local control of tumor and 5 year survival rates for rectal cancer treatment were better in patients discussed in MDT meeting before embarking on the treatment.\textsuperscript{14} Seven hundred and one men with low-risk prostate cancer managed at three tertiary care centers in Boston were reviewed in a study in 2009. The number of patients selected for active surveillance seen at an MDT meeting was double that of patients seen by individual practitioners (43% vs. 22%). Multidisciplinary care is therefore associated with increased selection of active surveillance in men with low-risk prostate cancer.\textsuperscript{15} Breast cancer is one of the commonest cancers worldwide and early diagnosis has a good prognosis. A study conducted in Sweden in 2010 concluded that MDT meetings are essential both preoperatively and postoperatively as they help the pathologists and radiologists to confirm their findings because the most frequent cause of diagnostic failure in breast cancer is inadequate radiological-pathological correlation.\textsuperscript{16} Another study conducted in France, 194 cases for breast cancer and 210 cases for sarcoma discussed in MDT meetings were prospectively assessed. Initially treatment strategy was modified for 32% breast cancer patients and 41% sarcoma patients. Thus more than 30% changes were made concerning treatment strategy for patient with cancer due to MDT meetings.\textsuperscript{17} Boxer MM et al. reviewed 988 patients, including 504 patients who were presented at MDT meetings and 484 who were not presented at these meetings. They concluded that MDT meeting was associated with a better treatment provision to the patients, being an independent predictor of receiving radiotherapy, chemotherapy and referral to palliative care.\textsuperscript{18} The pathology-radiology correlation is also very important for lung cancers as was reported by a study conducted in UK where the gross cancer volume (size of tumor) was changed in 19 out of 20 cases after multidisciplinary discussion.\textsuperscript{19} A study conducted in Australia reviewed the outcomes of 726 cases of primary head and neck cancer patients managed between 1996 and 2008, including those discussed in the MDT meetings and those managed without discussing in an MDT meeting. Stage IV patients who were discussed in an MDT meeting had a significantly improved 5-year survival compared with non-MDT meeting patients and a
MDT meetings have played an important role in increasing the number of case presentations at oncology conferences which reached an all-time high. A study conducted at a USA hospital (Central DuPage Hospital, Winfield) lung cases were presented at 149% of previous annual levels. Of the annual case load 15% of the uterine cases were presented; before the advent of the multidisciplinary clinics, this rate was 0%. MDT meetings have been shown to enhance graduate medical education by providing a unique experience not seen in the typical residency and fellowship. Patients identified by tumor boards are 2.5 times more likely to be part of a clinical trial than other patients.

As mentioned in the first few lines, we are still trying to embrace the idea of development of this Multi Disciplinary culture in our country. Personal attitudes play the most pivotal and strongest role in the establishment of these boards in academic institutes where specialists are practicing under one roof. As one can imagine, the task becomes more difficult in centers where comprehensive care is not available. City Tumor Board is one unique example of an independent multi disciplinary tumor board which is a fortnightly event organized by specialist colleagues on alternate Sunday mornings starting at 08:00 am. Before the establishment of this City Tumor Board it was unimaginable for senior academic leads of different specialties to even gather on Sunday mornings for even paid assignments. The success of this board tells us a lot about selfless cancer carers who can devote their time even on a Sunday early morning for the sake of their cancer patients without thinking about any monetary or other gains. It would be a worthwhile reading for medical students and practicing clinicians to go through recent updates on City Tumor Board which was published in Journal of Pakistan Medical Association (JPMA) in December 2013 issue. In Pakistan we have certain administrative and managerial gaps in our Healthcare Services. In my humble opinion, instead of waiting for their correction and or wasting our valuable quality time in futile discussions, we can work together, and establish quality multi disciplinary teams. Weekly site specific Tumor Boards can be achieved via these teams. In American Society of Clinical Oncology 2014 meeting a commentary is being made mentioning the role of Tumor Boards in service settings where resources are limited. Authors from Lebanon, Harvard, USA and Sussex University, United Kingdom are suggesting that tumor boards may help overcome these limitations.

To summarize, MDT meetings play a very important role in better treatment of the cancer patients in significant number of cases at various tumor sites because members from different specialties augment each others interpretations. The pathologist-radiologist correlation helps in better tumor staging whereas surgeon-oncologist correlation results in improved treatment plan. Discussing increased number of cases with more attendance improves the outcome of these meetings. It is therefore recommended that all tumor cases be discussed in MDT meetings regardless of site, staging and grading. It will also play a beneficial role in improving academics and research work.

We are hoping to see establishment of Multi-Disciplinary Tumor Boards in all institutes of Pakistan where cancer care is being provided.
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